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Abstract: This paper reports the findings of a case study on teachers’ practices in guiding students on a Wikipedia writing assignment in information literacy (IL) instruction. The point of departure is the tension between traditional teacher-centred pedagogical practices and learner-centred assignments. The concept of the Wikipedia writing assignment was developed by a team of literature teachers. A history teacher applied the assignment in her class and made it possible to collect comparative data from another subject. Guided Inquiry – a research-based teaching model for information literacy instruction – was used as an analytical framework to compare two case courses. The findings characterize the black box problem in designing and guiding student-centred learning assignments: the teacher mainly focuses on introducing the assignment and assessing the outcome. However, an emerging approach emphasizing the guidance during the assignment process was also identified in one of the case courses.

Introduction

Fluent literacy is a key competence enabling among other things independent learning, continuous development of professional expertise and full participation in the society. The internet revolution has radically broadened the concept of and requirements for literacy towards digital, information, and media literacies. Students are said to be fluent searchers of information since they daily “google” for information. However, recent research shows that most students do not master the basics of effective searching in complex tasks (e.g., Walraven, Brand-Gruwel, & Boshuizen, 2008). Students’ skills are quite limited in planning and reformulating queries (Kiili, Laurinen, & Marttunen, 2009), assessing the credibility of information (Kiili, Laurinen, & Marttunen, 2008), and synthesizing information across sources (Sormunen & Lehtiö, 2011).

Pedagogical practices in schools do not keep pace with the rapidly changing media and information environment. Essay-type assignments which require independent acquisition and use of information sources are used to train students’ information literacies (IL). Unfortunately, task assignment designs still tend to be traditional, and learning outcomes remain poor (Limberg, Alexandersson, Lantz-Andersson, & Folkesson, 2008). Recent studies (Hongisto & Sormunen, 2010; Limberg et al., 2008) show that teachers focus on the technical aspects of searching and citing information sources, while students’ main problems concern developing own questions, assessing information, building meaning from sources, and constructing knowledge for their own texts.

Finland has been a top achiever in the PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) results on reading literacy (Kuusilehto-Awale & Lahtero, 2014; Niemi, Toom, & Kallioniem, 2012). Several factors in the Finnish school system have been proposed to explain high outcomes in reading such as university based teacher education (Master’s degree required) and the autonomy of schools and teachers in implementing the national curriculum (Kuusilehto-Awale & Lahtero, 2014). Obviously, present pedagogical practices in the Finnish school have shown their effectiveness in literacy education. However, it is another question how these practices scale up in open, internet-dominated information environments which call for new literacies. Studies mentioned above suggest that there might be a gap between the present pedagogical practice and the needs to learn new literacies.

This paper reports the findings of a study on teachers’ ways to plan and guide assignments for information literacy instruction. The data was collected in two upper secondary school classes, where students wrote Wikipedia articles as group work. We used Guided Inquiry (Kuhlthau, Maniotes, & Caspari, 2007) - a research-based teaching model for information literacy – as the framework of analysis for present pedagogical practices in IL instruction. The
goal was to find out which aspects of the research-based teaching model are exploited also in the present pedagogical practice and which are not.

**Earlier research**

Information and related literacies have been studied in different research traditions under various labels such as new literacies, digital literacies and media literacies (see e.g., Bawden, 2001; Lankshear & Knobel, 2011). In this paper we build on the tradition of information literacy and information seeking research – two subfields of information studies. They provide a solid theoretical and empirical basis to study information searching, assessment and use in learning. Information literacies refer to the various forms of competences and social practices which have become essential in the learner’s interaction with the information resources shaped by the internet.

In information studies, students’ information searching and use has been in the focus of research from the late 1980s. Kuhlthau (1991, 2004) revealed the complexity of information searching in a genuine learning situation. Drawing on the constructivist theories of learning, task-based approach to information seeking, and a long series of empirical studies in different educational contexts, she developed and verified the Information Search Process (ISP) model to characterize learners’ information behaviours and experiences of uncertainty at different stages of the learning process. Based on the ISP model, Kuhlthau, Maniotes, & Caspari (2007) developed Guided Inquiry (GI) for information literacy instruction. The framework has been evaluated in a few classroom studies (Chu, Chow, Tse, & Kuhlthau, 2008; Chu, Tse, & Chow, 2011).

Recent research on information retrieval has also identified the link between learning and exploratory Web searching. While simple lookup searches (e.g. routine “googling”) aim to find facts or single documents providing an answer to the searcher’s problem, the goal of exploratory searches is to acquire knowledge and make sense in a process of learning or investigation (Marchionini, 2006). Researchers have identified a range of attributes characterizing exploratory searches: information needs are ill-defined and multifaceted, search outcomes cannot be specified in advance, and various search strategies needs to be attempted and different types of sources interpreted (Wildemuth & Freund, 2012). The challenge for educating students in information literacies is that students, as expressed by (Vakkari, 2010), should learn the principle that “… the solution to a problem is created, not found”.

Our earlier study on students’ behaviour in a Wikipedia writing assignment revealed differences between two classes in (1) how students used sources (Sormunen, Heinström, Romu, & Turunen, 2012), (2) how student groups collaborated (Sormunen, Tanni, & Heinström, 2013), and (3) what learning experiences they reported (Heinström & Sormunen, 2013). We also found that the teachers interacted differently with students which might be one reason for variation in students’ behaviours and experiences. Overall, teachers tended not to intervene the inquiry process after introducing it and paid little attention to supporting students’ collaboration during online inquiry (Sormunen, Alamettäälä, & Heinström, 2013). In this paper we further elaborate teachers’ ways of guiding student groups in their Wikipedia assignment.

**Guided Inquiry (GI)**

The underlying idea of the Guided Inquiry framework (Kuhlthau et al., 2007; Kuhlthau, Maniotes, & Caspari, 2012) is that information literacies are best learned by training appropriate information practices in a genuine collaborative process of inquiry. In this line of taught, the goal is that, in addition to information literacies, students learn curriculum content, how to learn (by working with sources), and social skills (collaborative knowledge building).

Guided Inquiry applies two collaborative forums. The whole class - called as an inquiry community – is used to introduce and motivate the assignment and share results. Small groups - called as inquiry circles - are the main forum of learning activities. Students are guided to enhance their learning by three inquiry tools: inquiry journals help reflect on personal learning, inquiry logs help keep track of and comment important information sources found, and inquiry charts help visualize, organize and synthesize ideas. Each inquiry tool is introduced at a pre-defined stage of the assignment and typically applied in all stages after that. The teacher team (e.g. a teacher and a teacher librarian) concentrates on organizing student groups to work collaboratively, explicating learning goals, monitoring the progress of groups and providing active feedback.

The eight stages of Guided Inquiry are illustrated in Table 1. The framework emphasizes (as made obvious by the ISP model) stages 1-4 before actual gathering of sources for the writing stage starts. Students are prepared for information gathering by activities stimulating curiosity and interests, sharing what are known already, discovering and exploring ideas how to study the topic and formulating questions. After these steps students are
expected to figure out what topic or problem they are going to study in the inquiry circle and personally, to have a preliminary understanding of their information needs, and to be able to formulate relevant search concepts. Further, they gradually develop more explicit criteria to select sources for use, and read sources more consciously from a specified viewpoint. The underlying aim is that students learn to manage the uncertainty inherent in the construction process of information searching and learning.

**Table 1. The stages of Guided Inquiry.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Goals of core activities</th>
<th>Inquiry tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Open</td>
<td>Invitation to inquiry, open minds, stimulate curiosity</td>
<td>Inquiry community introduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Immerse</td>
<td>Build background knowledge, connect to content, discover interesting ideas</td>
<td>Inquiry circles and inquiry journals introduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Explore</td>
<td>Explore interesting ideas, look around, dip in</td>
<td>Inquiry logs introduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identify</td>
<td>Pause and ponder, identify inquiry question, decide direction</td>
<td>Inquiry charts introduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Gather</td>
<td>Gather important information, go broad, go deep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Create</td>
<td>Reflect learning, go beyond facts to make meaning, create to communicate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Share</td>
<td>Learn from each other, share learning, tell your story</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Evaluate</td>
<td>Evaluate achievement of learning goals, reflect on content, reflect on process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guided Inquiry shares the socio-constructivist theory base with the implementations of inquiry learning (inquiry-based, problem-based, project-based learning). Thus, when we are analysing teachers’ practices in the GI framework, we examine whether or not teachers apply pedagogical ideas typical of inquiry learning.

**Case study**

**Research question**

Our aim was to find out through a case study how the present pedagogical practices in Finnish upper secondary schools relate to a teaching model – Guided Inquiry (Kuhlthau et al., 2007) - developed on the basis of extensive research on information searching and use in learning (Kuhlthau, 1991, 2004). We focused on one research question:

*To what extent do teachers’ ways to design collaborative Wikipedia writing assignments provide elements similar to the eight stages of Guided Inquiry?*

Our goal is not to evaluate the case courses in terms of learning outcomes but to explore qualitatively to what extent teachers implement the ideas of inquiry learning in information literacy assignments. The results might contribute in introducing justified hypothesis how teachers’ pedagogical practices affect students’ behaviour in inquiry-type group assignments.

**Case courses**

Data were collected from two eight-week courses in an upper secondary school in the city of Tampere, Finland, during the spring term of 2011. Thirty students in ten groups completed a course in Finnish literature, and twenty-eight students in seven groups completed a course in Finnish history. In the literature course, the task was to write an article for the Finnish edition of Wikipedia while the history course used a dedicated school wiki as the writing forum. In both courses, the students were instructed to follow Wikipedia’s conventions and requirements for authors. In the literature course each assignment was about a classic Finnish novel. In the history course, the teacher had prepared topics dealing with Finnish history from the period of 1918 to 1939.
The assignment was introduced, written guidelines distributed, groups formed, and the topics for articles were allocated for groups at the first meeting. The second meeting was a training session in the nearby city library. One 30-minute lesson was devoted to library searching and another lesson to Web searching. The librarian knew the students’ topics and distributed materials from the library collection for the students. After the visit to the library, the students worked the next five (in the history course four) 90-minute sessions in the computer class to search for information, to select and read sources and to write text for the articles under the teacher’s supervision. In the history course a substitute teacher was supervising the class for two sessions instead of the regular teacher.

The case courses were a part of “Tieto haluun” development project initiated in 2008 to improve teachers' and students’ information literacy skills in Tampere upper secondary schools (Sormunen, Eriksson, & Kurkipää, 2012). The concept of writing Wikipedia articles as an information literacy assignment was introduced by a team of teachers in mother tongue and literature (called here literature teachers for short). They had used the assignment three times before our case study but the teacher of the case course was personally applying it for the first time. In the history course, the teacher (called here the history teacher) was also applying the Wikipedia assignment for the first time. Obviously, the literature teacher had a more favourable position since the assignment concept was originally developed for literature classes, and she could enjoy the help of more experienced literature teachers. However, we regard both case courses as appropriate representatives of information literacy instruction built on teachers’ professional practices in the Finnish upper secondary schools.

Data collection and analysis

The student groups were shortly interviewed by a research assistant during classroom sessions and more thoroughly at the end of the course. Interviews were used to collect data on teacher-initiated teacher/group interactions. The teachers were interviewed before and after the course. All interviews were recorded and transcribed. The research assistant wrote observation memos instantly after classroom sessions to record the overall course of classroom activities. We had access to all course materials including the teachers’ written instructions. The materials also included students’ progress reports, responses to homework assignments, article drafts, and the teachers’ comments on them published in the Moodle learning environment. The data were used to compare the designs of the assignments and their implementation between the literature and history classes.

The interview transcripts were coded thematically (see Boyatzis, 1998) using Atlas.ti software package. We tried to find all instances where students mentioned an interaction with the teacher. Interaction categories were derived from the data and quantified in five main activities (planning group work, planning contents, searching & assessing sources, reading, writing and editing). All interviews and course materials were read systematically to find all details of the assignment designs and teachers’ justifications of using a particular design.

Findings

We present the results of our analysis by reporting the activities the teachers had designed for the assignment related to each of the eight Guided Inquiry stages. Also the ways of exploiting collaborative forums (inquiry community and circles) and inquiry tools (journals, logs and charts) are described. Each section starts with a short reminder of the idea of the stage, and mentions if a collaborative forum or an inquiry tool is to be introduced to students (in italics).

Stage 1: Open. The goal of this stage is to introduce the assignment to students, motivate them and stimulate their curiosity. Inquiry community introduced. Both teachers had prepared written instructions for student groups and introduced them to students during the first classroom session. Teachers allocated students to groups and listed the themes for the articles. In the literature course, the groups were allowed to select the novel on which to work. The history teacher decided how themes were allocated to groups. In the introduction, both teachers focused on the requirements for the written articles, how the students should work in the groups and how to report their progress. No stimulating triggers (e.g., videos), nor classroom/small group discussions were used to motivate students for the task ahead. The first session took a traditional, teacher centred form. Students were not exposed to activities typical of, or in sense of a classroom community (cf. Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006).

Stage 2: Immerse. The goal is to ‘connect to content’, activate what is already known, and generate ideas related to the theme. Inquiry circles and journals introduced. In the history course, the teacher listed 3-5 subtopics for each group to help them comprehend what to write about the imposed theme. The teacher did not activate the groups to explore their own knowledge or to generate ideas how the theme could be approached. In the literature course, each student had to read the novel selected by the group and write a literary essay. Thus literature students were exposed to an activity which moved their attention on the theme before they started to collect information
sources for the writing task. Literary essays also built shared knowledge about the novel within the group and probably helped discuss about ideas how to proceed with the assignment.

The teachers allocated students into groups and gave them instructions to work on the assignment. However, they did not explicitly guide student groups (inquiry circles) how to collaboratively ‘connect to content’ or develop ideas about it. Personal inquiry journals were not introduced but in the literature course literary essays played a similar function in activating students to think about the theme. However, reading a novel and writing an essay do not guide to reflect on personal learning and the activity does not continue across the whole assignment process as the inquiry journal does.

**Stage 3: Explore.** At this stage students explore interesting ideas how to work with the theme by consulting information sources searched by students or made available by the teacher. Inquiry logs introduced. In the history course, we could not identify organized activities related to the exploration stage. After the instructions were distributed (incl. the lists of subtopics for each group) and the students participated the teaching sessions in the library, they were expected to start searching information about their themes (i.e., skip to the Gather stage). The literature teacher activated students to explore the writing task ahead by a homework assignment: students had to study and report the writing conventions applied in Wikipedia. Further, the teacher guided student groups to select a well-written Wikipedia article about classic novels and their authors, discuss in the group about the contents, and based on their observations outline a content plan for their own article. The teacher also gave student groups selected information sources (or hints of such sources) to start exploring the theme.

The literature teacher exploited here the idea of inquiry circles by giving student groups a task to study Wikipedia articles and use the outcome in planning their own article. She also understood that at the exploration stage students need to use selected sources to learn basics of the theme. However, students were not advised to use tools (such as inquiry logs) to manage sources found along the process.

**Stage 4: Identify.** The students should identify the questions to be worked on (focus formation), develop a plan what information needs to be searched, and outline a rough sketch for the text to be written. Inquiry charts introduced. Writing an encyclopaedic article is not a genuine inquiry task. Rather than formulating research questions the author specifies a topic or a theme about which the article is about. Activities described at the exploration stage (studying some relevant sources, analysing similar articles) help clarifying the plan for the topical content (focus formation), identifying information needs and sketching a content plan.

The history teacher seemed to think that giving a theme title and 3-5 subtopic phrases to students is enough for them to form a focus for each group’s article. Thus she did not see the need to expose student groups to guided activities where they collaboratively create their subjective interpretation about the theme. The literature teacher used quite elegantly the task of analysing related Wikipedia articles to direct students groups to discuss and plan the content of the own articles. Teachers did not introduce any tools such as inquiry charts to visualize ideas about the theme.

**Stage 5: Gather.** Students guided by the teacher and the librarian should collect detailed information from various channels, assess them and select them for further inspection. In both courses, students participated a teaching and practicing session on library and web searching organized by the local public library. The librarian had in advance collected materials related to the assignment themes and gave them directly to students in the end of the teaching session. Students in the literature course expressed that they were served by useful materials while students in the history course regarded given materials mostly as non-relevant. The session in the library took place early in the assignment process and especially history students were not very familiar with their themes at the time of searching.

The approaches adopted by the teachers in supporting searching for and selecting information sources were quite divergent. The literature teacher distributed actively materials she considered relevant. The history teacher expected students to search independently all sources needed. Guided Inquiry guidelines seem to balance between these extremes. An obvious consequence of “helping too much” was that literature students reported very low learning experience scores in Web searching. History students reported higher learning experiences but even for them learning experiences were lower than they regarded as typical of school assignments (Sormunen, Alamettälä, et al., 2013). The library offered an overall instruction for searching in the library and in the internet. However, both courses lacked activities which support student groups in analysing their themes to identify effective search concepts and strategies, or in reflecting on their search behaviours in an inquiry learning situation.

**Stage 6: Create.** Students read and reflect on information sources selected and prepare a presentation answering the inquiry question (e.g. term paper, poster) and learn collaboratively. No signs of activities or guidance related to reading and interpreting sources were observed except a few cases when students asked for help. In the literature course, the teacher required the student groups to upload text drafts onto the school’s wiki platform and commented them actively. Most comments dealt with language or citations. However, these interventions activated
students during the process to assess their own work. The history teacher did not comment the texts before the final version.

**Stage 7: Share.** The experiences gained and answers found are shared within the inquiry community. In the history course, the articles were made available to the class in the wiki forum and the students were expected to read them all to prepare for an exam. In the literature class, student groups gave a short presentation of their article in the classroom. In Guided Inquiry presenting the documentary outcome is only one aspect of sharing in the classroom. Sharing experiences about the process and learning is emphasized as well. This side of sharing experiences was missing in our case classes (however, see stage 8).

**Stage 8: Evaluate.** Students reflect on the learning process, assess the outcomes and share these experiences with others in the inquiry community. Students filled in a self-assessment form and gave numerical ratings for various aspects of the article and the assignment process. They also wrote comments on their role and activity in the group work. However, students’ learning experiences were not discussed in the classroom. Only the teacher presented overall verbal feedback in the classroom. Guided Inquiry emphasizes the teacher’s role in evaluating students’ progress and giving feedback during the process. This was very rare in the history class. The literature teacher made interventions more actively but focused mainly on commenting text drafts, i.e., on the end-product rather than the process.

**Discussions and conclusion**

Our study collected data from two case courses. Both teachers were using the Wikipedia assignment for the first time but the concept had been tested in literature courses earlier by other members of the teacher team. The history teacher made a pioneer’s work in applying the assignment in history. The problems observed in her class suggest that borrowing a successful approach from one subject area might not be successfully transferred to other subject areas without customizing it. For example, in the history class, the themes were selected to match curriculum requirements for content and were apparently too broad to work as Wikipedia articles (to be synthesized by novice writers in history).

The unfavourable position of the history teacher gives us a chance to characterize the gap between the present pedagogical practice and the emerging new pedagogical practice for information literacy instruction. Second, the comparison of the literature course against the Guided Inquiry framework helps us demonstrate how present pedagogical practices may concretely turn into new practices matching better the requirements of information literacy instruction. Further, the results of the case study inform us about the strengths and weaknesses of encyclopaedic writing assignments in IL instruction.

We may consider the history course as a typical case where traditional pedagogical practice is applied to a learner-centred writing assignment based on independent acquisition of information sources. Characteristic to this approach is that the assignment process is seen as a black box: instructions (incl. generic library and web search training) are given as inputs, and the written text is evaluated as the output. The teacher do not identify the possibility to divide the process into stages as zones of intervention (Kuhlthau et al., 2007; Kuhlthau, 2004; Vygotsky, 1978). Especially, the guidance and activities related to the first four stages of Guided Inquiry (Open, Immerse, Explore, Identify) are seriously overlooked. Students face the challenges of Web searching unprepared since they have not developed a focused idea or viewpoint to study the theme of the assignment. Traditional practice in schools do not offer concrete pedagogical means for IL instruction as pointed out by Limberg et al. (2008).

The team of teachers in mother tongue and literature had developed the concept of Wikipedia writing assignment as a pedagogical practice in their curriculum subject. Their approach diverged from the simple black box model by introducing several specific activities for students at the early stages of the assignment similar to Guided Inquiry. For example, the personal exercise to study Wikipedia writing conventions and activating groups to analyse well-written articles before starting to plan their own article were good examples of these. Both activities turn students’ attention on important issues that might otherwise be passed without reflection. Also Kiili, Mäkinen, and Coiro (2013) have emphasised the importance of opening the black box and the need for stage specific activities.

In the literature course, students reported high learning experience scores on three items: 1) understanding Wikipedia in general, 2) understanding difference between Wikipedia and other information sources, and 3) skills in source-based writing (Sormunen, Alamettilä, et al., 2013). These are relevant learning outcomes in IL instruction. However, low learning experience scores in Web searching indicated that some other sub-goals mentioned by teachers were not achieved so well. This variation in success suggests that students identified learning to happen when they were challenged by specific activities. On the other hand, routine doing as part of the assignment process (e.g., googling) does not have the same effect.
In a Wikipedia assignment, it is easy to cognitively challenge students in source-based writing and achieve learning goals accordingly. Writing and publishing in Wikipedia is a motivating context for students to practice information searching, assessment of sources and argumentative use of information (see Forte & Bruckman, 2009). However, the limitation of encyclopaedic writing is that it is not intended to generate new knowledge but to synthesize knowledge from existing sources (i.e., a type of literature review). Thus, the Wikipedia assignment is not an optimal tool to practice the core processes of inquiry, such as creative formulation of research questions. In our case course, the teachers did not pay much attention on guiding students in Web searching or critical assessment of sources but this is not a restriction of the Wikipedia assignment per se but a decision of the teachers in this particular situation.

Our study was qualitative in nature and based on a sample of two case courses only. The findings should not be generalized without care. At best, the findings could be applied in formulating informed hypotheses to study present practices in information literacy instruction and in evaluating new pedagogical approaches to improve practices. However, we have a strong impression based on various concrete experiences in schools that a black box syndrome is common in designing and guiding IL assignments. The analysis of case courses in the Guided Inquiry framework gave us an opportunity to make these impressions more explicit and concrete.
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